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4Abstract
We show that an ensemble of organic dye molecules with permanent electric dipole mo-
ments embedded in a microcavity can lead to strong optical nonlinearities at the single photon
level. The strong long-range electrostatic interaction between chromophores due to their per-
manent dipoles introduces the desired nonlinearity of the light-matter coupling in the micro-
cavity. We obtain the absorption spectra of a weak probe ﬁeld under the inﬂuence of strong
exciton-photon coupling with the cavity ﬁeld. Using realistic parameters, we demonstrate that
a single cavity photon can signiﬁcantly modify the absorptive and dispersive response of the
medium to a probe photon at a different frequency. Finally, we show that the system is in
the regime of cavity-induced transparency with a broad transparency window for dye dimers.
We illustrate our ﬁndings using pseudoisocyanine chloride (PIC) J-aggregates in currently-
available optical microcavities.
2J-aggregates1–5 are arrays of dye molecules with large dipole moments that exhibit strong
intermolecular electrostatic interaction, giving rise to collective effects in their coupling with elec-
tromagnetic ﬁelds. The speciﬁc set of linear and nonlinear optical properties of J-aggregates has
stimulated a resurgence of interest in them for applications in modern photonics. A large linear ab-
sorptioncrosssectioncombinedwithanarrowlinewidth6 atroomtemperaturesmakeJ-aggregates
attractive for the design of optical processing devices operating at low light levels. J-aggregates
can be readily coupled to solid state photonic7,8 and plasmonic9–11 structures extending the con-
ventional photonics to sub-diffraction length scales.5 An illustrative example of molecular-based
photon processing structures can be found in nature, where photosynthetic organisms use molecu-
lar aggregates to collect light and deliver the photon energy on the scale of tens of nanometers.12
Moderately strong laser ﬁelds are commonly used in free-space to observe coherent optical
phenomena in atomic gases and a few solid-state systems characterized by long dephasing times
exceeding milliseconds at room temperature.13–15 Solid-state semiconducting materials have much
shorter electronic coherence times on the order of hundreds of femtoseconds, which greatly in-
creases the laser intensity required to induce coherent optical phenomena in free space. For in-
stance, in order to observe electromagnetically-induced transparency (EIT) using inorganic quan-
tum dots with terahertz dephasing rates, the required control laser intensity should be on the order
of tens of MW/cm2.16 The same applies for organic materials, including J-aggregates. Such high
intensities can optically damage an organic medium.17 It is therefore necessary to replace the con-
trol lasers by the strong electric ﬁeld per photon achievable in photonic structures,5 in order to
observe coherent optical response with organic matter at room temperature.
Experimental progress in the fabrication of organic optical microcavities has demonstrated the
ability to strongly couple an ensemble of organic chromophores with the conﬁned electromagnetic
ﬁeld of a cavity mode at room temperature,7,18–22 via the emergence of polariton modes in the cav-
ity transmission spectra. The strong coupling of organic ensembles with plasmonic modes has also
been demonstrated.5,9,23–26 Moreover, the regime of ultrastrong coupling with organic molecules
is now within reach, where the light-matter interaction energy reaches a signiﬁcant fraction of the
3associated transition frequency.27 These experimental advances enable the possibility of under-
standing and possibly manipulating the excited state dynamics of molecular aggregates using a
small number of photons.
In this Letter, we address the question whether collective multi-exciton states in J-aggregates
can be exploited for the coherent control of conﬁned optical ﬁelds in photonic structures. In order
to achieve this, we extend the nonlinear exciton equation (NEE) formalism28,29 to account for the
non-perturbative coupling of the medium to a conﬁned optical ﬁeld. As an example, we consider
an ensemble of one-dimensional polar J-aggregate domains embedded in an optical microcavity as
a non-linear optical material with a substantial response at low light levels. We demonstrate that by
exploiting the strong dipole-dipole interaction between individual chromophores due to their per-
manent dipoles, plus the strong collective coupling of a molecular aggregate with the cavity ﬁeld,
it is possible to perform light-by-light switching at the single-photon level. Speciﬁcally, we show
that the presence of a single photon at the cavity frequency can modify absorptive and dispersive
response of the organic medium to a weak external probe at a different frequency. The inter-
molecular electronic coupling between chromophores is responsible for establishing the required
anharmonicities in the material spectrum, and the large electric ﬁeld per photon of the conﬁned
cavity mode reduces the number of control photons required to achieve an observable switching
effect.
To describe the evolution of the medium polarization P(t), we employ a quantum Langevin for-
malism. The key features of our model are (i) the strong coupling of the molecular ensemble with
the cavity ﬁeld, and (ii) the intermolecular resonant energy tranfer via transition dipoles, known as
Förster coupling Jij, in addition to diagonal dipole-dipole interaction Uij via permanent dipoles.
Additionally we consider chromophore relaxation due to spontaneous emission outside the con-
ﬁned cavity mode, coupling of the chromophores to a phonon bath, and inhomogenous broadening
due to static disorder in chromophore transition energies. The evolution of an observable O in the
Heisenberg picture is given by dO=dt =  i[O;HS+HSB] (we use ¯ h = 1 throughout), where the
Hamiltonian HS describes the coherent evolution of the system degrees of freedom, and HSB the
4interaction of the system with the environment. More speciﬁcally, HS describes the interaction of
a single planar J-aggregate containing N chromophores with the electromagnetic ﬁeld of a single
cavity mode at frequency wc as well as a probe ﬁeld at frequency wp, and can be partitioned as
HS = H1+H2+H3: (1)
The ﬁrst term describes a single effective molecular aggregate, as deﬁned in the Supporting Infor-
mation (SI), in the one-exciton eigenbasis as
H1 =å
k
wkB
†
kBk+å
kp
UkpB
†
kB†
pBkBp: (2)
The bosonic operator Bk annihilates an exciton in k-th mode, with k = f1;2;:::;Ng. We assume
the aggregate is a collection of two-level chromophores, with ground state jgi and excited state
jei having a site dependent transition energy ei = we+di, where di is a small random shift from
the gas-phase transition frequency we that models structural or so-called static disorder.30,31 The
ﬁrst term in eq. (2), is the diagonal form of the site-basis Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian H0 =
åieiB
†
i Bi+åijJijB
†
i Bj. In the point dipole approximation, the exchange coupling energy is Jij =
(1 3cos2Qij)d2
eg=r3
ij, where Qij is the angle between the transition dipole moments of molecules
i and j (assumed parallel) and the intermolecular separation vector rij = rijˆ rij. The second term in
eq. (2) describes the interaction between two exciton eigenstates due to long-range Coulomb forces
between the permanent dipoles of the chromophores. Here we assume a simpliﬁed form of the
scattering potential Ukp = åijUijjcikj2jcjpj2, where cik is an element of the unitary transformation
Bi = åkcikBk. The interaction energy between sites isUij =(1 3cos2Qij)(Dd)2=r3
ij, where Dd =
de  dg is the change in permanent dipole moment upon excitation of the chromophores.32 For
homogeneous aggregates, large values ofU12 can lead to the formation of biexcitons with a binding
energy proportional to U12.32 In this work we simplify the two-exciton problem by assuming that
the leading effect of the potentialUkp is to red-shift or blue-shift the two-exciton band with respect
to the non-interacting case, for attractive or repulsive interactions, respectively. For simplicity, we
5take two-exciton eigenstates as direct products of single-exciton states.
The second term H2 = wca†a+wpE †E in eq. (1) is the free Hamiltonian for the cavity and
probe ﬁelds, and the third term describes light-matter interaction as
H3 = iå
k
gk(t)(E †Bk B
†
kE)+iå
kq
Dk;kq(a†B
†
kBkBq B†
qB
†
kBka); (3)
where gk(t) =
p
NA(~ mk ep)Ep(t) is proportional to the single-exciton transition dipole moment
~ mk = hkj~ mjgi and Dk;kq =
p
NA(~ mk;kq ec)Ec is proportional to the one-to-two exciton transition
dipole moment mk;kq = hkj~ mjkqi. The organic medium typically consists of an ensemble of ag-
gregate domains.3,33 Within each domain the intermolecular interactions are much stronger than
between domains. For simplicity, we idealize the medium by assuming that each domain contains
a single one-dimensional aggregate, and all domains are identical. NA is the number of aggregates
in the medium (details in the SI). Ep(t) and ep are the electric ﬁeld envelope and polarization of
the probe. Ec is the electric ﬁeld per cavity photon and ec its polarization. The probe and cavity
polarizations are assumed to be collinear.
The system-bath interaction is partitioned as HSB =Hex+Hcav, where Hcav describes the decay
of the cavity mode through the mirror of a one-sided microcavity, which corresponds to a typical
experimental setup.17 The term Hex describes the radiative decay of excitons into electromagnetic
modes outside the cavity in addition to dephasing of excitons via interactions with phonons. The
speciﬁc form HSB and the relaxation tensors for system observables used in this work are given in
the SI. In Fig. 1 we illustrate the system under consideration and the spectrum including the two
lowest exciton bands.
We are interested in the polarization P(t) of the medium, induced by the weak coherent probe
ﬁeld E, with frequency wp. The medium polarization at frequency wp is given by
P(t) =å
k
mk
n
hBk(t)i+hB
†
k(t)i
o
: (4)
We therefore need to solve the quantum Langevin equation for the exciton coherence hBk(t !
6¥)i in the steady state. The nonlinearity in the system Hamiltonian H1 couples the observable
Bk with an inﬁnite hierarchy of equations of motion involving powers of the material operators
Bk and B
†
k. Since we are interested in the interaction of the medium with at most one probe
photon and one cavity photon on average, we invoke a Dynamics-Controlled Truncation scheme
(DCT)34 to truncate the hierarchy at third order, thus neglecting correlation functions involving
products of four or more excitonic variables. Given the small excitation density generated by
the weak probe, we also assume that the ground state population remains near unity at all times,
ignoring contributions from density terms such as hB
†
kBki in the equations of motion. Moreover,
we assume a semiclassical approximation for the cavity ﬁeld, which amounts to factorizing the
correlation functions involving producs of cavity and material variables. The dynamics of the
medium polarization is thus governed by the equations
d
dt
hBki = ( iwk Gk=2)hBki gkhEi+å
pq
Dk;pqha†ihBpBqi; (5)
d
dt
hBpBqi = [ i(wp+wq+2Upq) Gpq]hBpBqi 2å
k
Dk;pqhBkihai 
 
gphBqi+gqhBpi

hEi:
(6)
Assuming that the phonon and the photon baths are Markovian, the Langevin noise terms in the
equations of motion do not contribute to the evolution of the expectation values hBki and hai.35
For simplicity, we have also neglected the effect of Langevin noise terms in the two-point and
three-point correlation functions. We assume the cavity oscillator is weakly driven by a coherent
ﬁeld with haini > 0 in the underdamped regime. We have ignored contributions of three-point
correlation functions of the form hB†
pBqBki, representing one-to-two exciton coherences. These
coherence can be shown to remain negligible unless the ground state is depleated by the probe
ﬁeld beyond the perturbative regime. The cavity ﬁeld couples directly to the hB†
pBqBki in the
Langevin equations (see SI). Therefore, in the perturbative regime with respect to the probe ﬁeld,
the cavity amplitude ha(t)i evolves as if the cavity was empty.
Despite the number of simpliﬁcations made in the derivation of equations (5) and (6), we note
7that they have the same structure as the nonlinear exciton equations (NEE) that Chernyak et al.28,29
derived by taking into account the non-boson commutation of exciton operators, density terms, and
inelastic exciton-exciton scattering. Therefore, based on several previous studies of nonlinear opti-
cal spectroscopy using the NEE in the regime of perturbative light-matter interaction,29 we expect
our model to provide an accurate qualitative description of the nonlinear response of molecular
aggregates in microcavities where the coupling to the cavity mode is non-perturbative.
We are interested in the steady state response of the system to the probe ﬁeld, for timescales
long compared with the exciton and cavity lifetimes. Moreover, we assume the cavity ﬁeld decays
at a rate slower than the exciton coherence decay (1=Gk  102 fs), which does not require very
high-Q cavities at room temperature.17 This separation of timescales allows us to solve eqs. (5)-
(6) taking the cavity and probe amplitudes as constants. Another important assumption in our
model is the resolution of frequencies in the system. We require the detuning of the probe ﬁeld
from the cavity ﬁeld d = wc wp to be larger than the exciton linewidth. We also want the cavity
to interact resonantly with only a subset of transitions from the one-exciton band to the two-exciton
band, so that only the weak probe ﬁeld can (perturbately) create excitations in the medium when
resonant with a one-exciton state. In order for the cavity not to generate excitations in the medium
when resonantly driven by an external input ﬁeld haini, we require d < 0 and Ukp < 0 with jdj 
maxfjUkpjgmaxfgkg, wheremaxfjUkpjgcharacterizesthestrengthofthelong-rangeinteraction
between excitonic modes, and maxfgkg the exciton decay rate. Assuming the polarization P(t)
oscillates at two well-deﬁned frequencies wc and wp, we use the ansatz hBk(t)i = Xk(t)e iwpt,
hBpBqi =Ypq(t)e i(wp+wc)t, hai = Ace iwct and hEi = e iwpt to separate eqs. (5)-(6) by frequency.
Thesteadystate solutionfortheprobe susceptibilityis e0c(wp)=åkmkXk=iEp, with mk (~ mkep).
The one-exciton coherences X = [X1;X2;:::;XN]T are obtained by solving the linear system
MX = B; (7)
8where B = [m1;m2;:::;mN]T and
M =
 
O+2jAcj2 T

: (8)
The N N one-photon detuning matrix is diagonal with elements (O)nn = iDn Gn, where Dn =
wc  wkn is the probe detuning from the n-th excitonic mode, and Gn  Gkn is the decay rate.
The coupling between the one-exciton band and the two-exciton band is accounted for in the
two-photon detuning matrix T, which has diagonal elements (T)nn = å
N
j6=nD2
nj=(iDnj  Gnj) and
off-diagonal elements (T)mn = DnmDmn=(iDnm Gnm). The elements Dnm  Dkn;knkm are propor-
tional to the one-to-two exciton transition dipole matrix elements.36 The two-photon detuning
is Dnm = wp +wc  wkn  wkm  2Unm. In the absence of the cavity we have jAcj = 0 and the
linear response is simply given by a sum of Lorentzians centered at the exciton frequencies wk,
weighted by the corresponding transition dipole moments gk. The coupling to the cavity therefore
modiﬁes the absorptive and dispersive response of the medium to the weak probe as described
below. We note that the aggregate absorption spectra obtained from eq. (7) satisﬁes the sum rule
R
Im[c(wp)]dwp = Np=e0 for all values of Ac.
In order to illustrate the developed model in eq. (7), we calculate the probe susceptibility c(wp)
for open one-dimensional homogeneous aggregates of size N. In Fig. 2 we show the computed
absorption probe spectra for PIC J-aggregates with N = 100 and N = 6. We use the transition
energy we = 2:25 eV for all sites, nearest-neighbour excitonic coupling J12 =  68:2 meV, and
dipole-dipole coupling U12 =  198 meV. These parameters were obtained by Markov et al.37
from the observation of a red-shifted induced absorption peak in the pump-probe spectra of PIC
aggregates. The relaxation tensors Gk and Gpq are dominated by phonon scattering (see SI), and
for simplicity we set Gk = Gpq  26 meV, which gives a lower bound for exciton dephasing rate at
room temperature.38 The vacuum Rabi frequency in microcavities can reach values on the order of
Wc  100 meV.7 In Fig. 2 we set the vacuum Rabi frequency Wc 
p
NAhej~ m ecjgiEc = Gk so that
Dk;kp 
p
NWc for the strongest excitonic transitions exceeds the dissipation rates, as is required
9in the strong coupling regime.
The probe absorption spectra in Fig. 2a displays a four-peak structure where the peak splitting
scales linearly with the mean cavity amplitude hai. The free-space spectrum corresponds to the
J-band. This trend can be qualitatively explained using a semiclassical model in which a classical
cavity ﬁeld of frequency wc couples strongly with two states in the one-exciton band (labelled
jk1i and jk2i) and two states in the two-exciton band (jk1k2i and jk2k3i). The coupling scheme is
illustrated in Fig. 1c. The transition dipole moments from the ground state jgi to the states jk1i,
jk2i and jk3i have the largest values in the one-exciton band and satisfy m1 > m2 > m3. The cavity
frequency is chosen to be on resonance with the jk1i!jk1k2i transition. The effective Hamiltonian
Heff that describes the couplings between the two bands in the rotating frame of the cavity ﬁeld is
given by
Heff =
0
B B
B B B B B
@
0 W1 0 0
W1 w12 wc W2 0
0 W2 D2 W3
0 0 W3 w12+D23 wc
1
C C C C C C C
A
; (9)
where the frequency parameters are deﬁned in Fig. 1c. Energy is measured with respect to the
lowest exciton state jk1i, i.e., w1  0. For a large homogeneous aggregate, the excitonic bands
become quasi-continuous and the splittings D2  w2 w1 and D23  w23 w12 become negligibly
small in comparison with typical linewidths. Therefore we can assume that the cavity strongly
couples almost on resonance the four levels shown in Fig. 1c. In this regime, a weak probe ﬁeld
will drive transitions between the ground state jgi and the eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian
Heff in eq. (9), which are the new normal modes of the cavity-matter system. In the inset of Fig.
2a we show the eigenvalues of Heff for wc = w12, D2 = D23 = 0, W2 = 3W1 and W3 = W2=3 as a
function of Wc  W2. For Wc  1 (in arbitrary units) only three peaks can be resolved, but as Wc
increases the middle peak splits into a doublet, giving rise to the four-peak structure observed in the
probe spectra calculated using eq. (7), which includes N one-exciton states and  N2 two-exciton
10states.
The number of states in the one and two-exciton bands that couple strongly with the cavity
ﬁeld depends on the size of the molecular aggregate. In order to illustrate this fact, we show in
Fig. 2b the probe absorption spectrum for an open 1D homogeneous aggregate of size N = 6, with
the same values of we, J12 and U12 and decay parameters as in Fig. 2a. The cavity ﬁeld is again
resonant with the jk1i ! jk1k2i transition, but now the states jk2i and jk3i are no longer quasi-
degenerate with jk1i because of the small array size. The cavity frequency is thus detuned from
their corresponding transitions with the states jk1k2i and jk2k3i in the two-exciton band. Since
the Rabi frequency W3 is proportional to the transition dipole mk2;k2k3 by construction, whenever
W3=D23 1, we can set W3 =0 in eq. 9 to effectively remove the state jk2k3i from the excited state
dynamics. Interestingly, the eigenstates of the resulting three-level system with D2 > 0, plotted as
a function of Wc in the inset of Fig. 2b, show a trend in very good agreement with the microscopic
model derived in eq. (7).
We now include the effect of inhomogeneous disorder in the evaluation of the probe absorption
spectra. In order to model static energetic disorder we assume the site energies are given by ei =
we +di, where di is a random energy shift taken independently for each site from a Gaussian
distribution with standard deviation s=jJj0:1, consistent with the motional narrowing limit.30,31
The susceptibility cp obtained from eq. (7) needs to be averaged over the ensemble of disorder
realizations. In Fig. 3 we show the probe absorption spectrum A (wp) of the same J-aggregates
used in Fig. 2a with N = 100 and N = 6 molecules, but now static disorder is introduced in the
Hamiltonian. The structure of the spectrum resembles the results in Fig. 2a, but the details of the
splittings near the origing are different because now the detunings D2 and D23 in eq. (9) are now
averaged over an ensemble of disorder realizations. The behaviour of the outer peaks persist in the
presence of disorder as a result of the strong interaction between the cavity mode and the transition
jk1i ! jk1k2i, close to the deterministic resonance frequency w12 = w2 2jU12j.
As a ﬁnal example, we consider the response of a dimer of coupled polar chromophores.39
Clearly for N = 2 the bosonic approximation used in the derivation of eq. (7) is no longer valid
11to describe the two-exciton manifold, which now consists of a single state je1e2i. However, since
the structure of eqs. (5) and (6) is universal, the steady-state solution X in eq. (7) remains valid
by simply redeﬁning the elements of the two-photon detuning matrix T. The one-exciton manifold
has states jy+i =
p
aje1g2i+
p
1 ajg1e2i and jy i =  
p
1 aje1g2i+
p
ajg1e2i with 0  a 
1. The transition dipole moments from the one-exciton manifold to the ground and two-exciton
states are given by m  hyj~ mjg1g2i = meg
 p
a
p
1 a

= hyj~ mje1e2i. Given that the two-
exciton energy w12 = epsilon1+e2 jU12j is red-shifted with respect to the one-exciton transition
frequencies w, the response of a single dimer to a probe ﬁeld at frequency wp, when the cavity is
resonant with the jy+i ! je1e2i transition, is given by
c(wp) = i

m2
1
e0

(G12 i[Dp+Dc])
(iDp G1)(i[Dp+Dc] G12)+2D2
12jAcj2; (10)
which corresponds to eq. (7) in the limit where M has a single non-zero element. Here Dp =
wp w+, Dc =wc (e1+e2+U12 w+), m1 = m+ and D12 µ m+. G1 and G12 are the one and two-
exciton decoherence rates. Equation (10) shows that for coupled dimers the cavity acts as a control
for the propagation of the weak probe, in analogy with the phenomenology stemming from atomic
physics to describe electromagnetically-induced transparency (EIT) in a cascaded three-level sys-
tem.13 Figure 4 shows the absorptive and dispersive response of an inhomogeneously broadened
dimer of polar chromophores in panels a and b, respectively. The probe susceptibility has the
standard features of EIT: reduction of probe absorption and steep dispersion on resonance with
the lowest exciton state.13 In comparison with atomic systems, the EIT linewidth for the dimer is
broader even in the absence of static disorder because the two-exciton coherence is short-lived, i.e.,
G12=G1  1. Inhomogeneous broadening further broadens the EIT features, and in particular in-
creases the absorption minimum under conditions of one and two-photon resonances Dp = 0 = Dc.
For homogeneously broadened dimers (described by eq. (10)), the absorption minimum for a res-
onant probe is plotted in Fig. 4c, showing a scaling of Amin  (G12=2D2
12)A 2
c for large cavity
coupling D12Ac  G1  G12. The homogeneous curve gives a lower bound for the probe absorp-
12tion minimum on resonance. The strength of the static disorder in the site basis is given by s as
before. We average over an ensemble of 1200 realization of the site energy shifts (d1;d2) using
an uncorrelated Gaussian joint probability distribution (JPD) of the form P(d1;d2) = P(d1)P(d2).
Increasing the disorder strength s, increases the resonant absorption of the probe Amin for interme-
diate values of D12Ac. However, as the strength of the cavity coupling increases the homogeneous
limit is recovered. This behaviour has already been observed for EIT in Doppler-broadened atomic
gases.40
In order to gain qualitative analytic understanding of the absorption minimum Amin for inho-
mogeneously broadened dimers with s 6= 0, we evaluate the mean susceptibility hc(wp)i directly
fromeq. (10)byaveragingoveranensembleofone-andtwo-excitondetuningsDp =D
(0)
p  Dp and
Dc = D
(0)
c  Dc, where the random shifts (Dp;Dc) ultimately result from the site energetic disorder
(d1;d2). Weintegrateoverallpossibleshiftsusinghc(wp)i=
R R
dDpdDcc(wp;Dp;Dc)P(Dp;Dc),
where P(Dp;Dc) is the JPD for the one- and two-exciton shifts. In general, P(Dp;Dc) does not
factorize even if P(d1;d2) does, due to Förster coupling Jij.31 In order to simplify the integra-
tion over disorder, we assume an uncorrelated JPD of the form P(Dp;Dc) = P(Dp)P(Dc), where
P(D) = p 2g=
 
g2+D2
is the Cauchy distribution with width g. The probe absorption under
conditions of deterministic one- and two-photon resonances D0
p = 0 = D0
c thus gives
Amin =
G12+gp+gc
(G1+gp)(G12+gp+gc)+2D2
12A2
c
; (11)
where gp and gc are the widths of P(Dp) and P(Dc), respectively. We ﬁnd that Amin in eq. (11) for
a Cauchy distribution provides an upper bound for the results obtained by numerically averaging
the independent site disorder over an Gaussian distribution with the same width. However, in the
limit Ac  (G1+gp)=D12, eq. (11) gives Amin  [(G12+gp+gc)=2D2
12]A 2
c , which tends towards
the homogeneous limit for short-lived two-exciton coherences G12  (gp+gc), which is the case
considered here for dimers.
In summary, we present in this Letter a general scheme to perform nonlinear optical experi-
13ments using polar J-aggregates at the single-photon level. The setup involves the use of organic
chromophores with a moderate to large difference between ground and excited state permanent
dipole moments Dd, that can assemble into low-dimensional aggregate structures. We have illus-
trated our ﬁndings using pseudoisocyanine chloride (PIC) dyes, but the conclusions of this work
are general. Organic chromophores with large Dd  1 10 Debye continue to be under active
experimental investigation for the design of second-order nonlinear optical materials.41–43 Upon
aggregation, these polar dyes can lead to strong exciton-exciton interactions that exceed the broad-
ening of the exciton line. For attractive interactions (J-aggregation), the cavity ﬁeld can be used to
strongly drive coherences between the one- and two-exciton bands without removing population
from the ground state of an aggregate. Under these conditions the absorption of a weak probe ﬁeld
resonant with the cavity-free exciton absorption peak is signiﬁcantly modiﬁed by the presence of
the cavity ﬁeld containing a single photon (on average), which can be seen as quantum optical
switching. In order to achieve this effect it is important that the cavity-matter coupling exceeds
all the dissipation rates in the system, a regime that is experimentally accessible.7,20 We have re-
stricted our discussion to strong light-matter coupling in optical microcavities, but the strong cou-
pling regime has also been achieved for molecular aggregates in the near-ﬁeld of plasmonic nanos-
tructures,9,10,25 which further opens the applicability of our proposed scheme to sub-wavelength
nonlinear quantum optics.
The ability to control molecular aggregates in optical nanostructures not only offers opportuni-
ties for the development of novel organic-based optical devices,5 but we envision new possibilities
of quantum control of excited state dynamics relevant in energy transport and chemical reactiv-
ity, and engineering of excitonic materials that are topologically robust against disorder.44 Current
experiments can achieve the regime of ultrastrong coupling with organic ensembles, where the
light-matter interaction strength can be a signiﬁcant fraction of the chemical binding energy.27
In this regime, it should be possible to control the outcome of chemical reactions at the level of
thermodynamics by effectively lowering reaction barriers,45 in analogy with traditional catalytic
processes, thus directly affecting reaction kinetics. This novel strong-ﬁeld single-photon quantum
14control paradigm for molecular processes should be contrasted with traditional strong-ﬁeld laser
control schemes that require very high laser intensities to modify the chemical energy landscape,46
or weak-ﬁeld coherent control schemes that exploit delicate laser-induced quantum interferences
among internal vibronic states,47 but do not modify the energetics of the reaction. Quantum op-
tical control of chemical dynamics is a future research direction with promising applications in
nanoscience and technology, where traditional bulk methods for controlling chemical reactivity
have limited efﬁciency.
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Figure 1: Panel (a): Illustration of an optical microcavity containing an ensemble of two-
dimensional J-aggregates. The cavity mode ac is driven by a weak input ﬁeld ain and decays
through the semi-reﬂecting mirror at the rate gc. A weak probe ﬁeld at frequency wp > wc cou-
ples directly to the organic chromophores. Individual molecules decay into external modes with
a rate ge. Dipole-dipole interactions between individual chromophores in each aggregate modify
the single-molecule response of the medium to the cavity and probe ﬁelds. Panel (b): Energy
spectrum of an individual aggregate showing the one-exciton and two-exciton bands (bandwidths
not on scale). The cavity ﬁeld drives all the allowed coherences between states jkii and jkikji
and the weak probe removes population from the ground state jgi. The transition frequency be-
tween jkii and jkikji is shifted by the interaction energy Uij with respect to the non-interacting
case. Panel (c): Effective four-level system interacting coupled by the cavity with Rabi frequen-
cies W2 > W1 > W3. The cavity frequency wc is assumed to be near resonance with the transition
jk1i ! jk2i. This model is used in eq. (9) to describe the probe absorption at frequency wp < wc.
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Figure 2: Probe absorption spectrum A (wp) =  Im[c] (in units of e0=¯ h) as a function of the
detuning from the lowest exciton resonance D1 = wp w1 (in units of the decay rate G = 26 meV)
for an ideal open linear polar J-aggregate of size N in a microcavity (no energetic disorder). Panel
a: N =100. Curves are labeled according to the mean cavity amplitude Ac jhaij as (a) No cavity,
(b) Ac = 0:2, (c) Ac = 0:4, (d) Ac = 0:6, (e) Ac = 0:8. The inset shows the eigenvalues of the
four-level effective Hamiltonian in eq. (9) with D2 = 0 = D23 and W1 = W2=3 = 3W3 as a function
of Wc = W2 (in arbitrary units). Panel b: N = 6. Curves are labelled by the value of Ac as (a) No
cavity, (b) Ac = 0:4, (c) Ac = 0:8, (d) Ac = 1:2, (e) Ac = 1:6. The inset shows the eigenvalues of
the eq. (9) with D2 = 0:5, W1 = W2=3 and W3 = 0 as a function of Wc = W2. In both panels the
cavity frequency is resonant with the transition jk1i ! jk1k2i.
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Figure 3: Probe absorption A (wp) for a 1D J-aggregate as a function of the probe detuning from
an arbitrarily chosen one-exciton state near the bottom of the one-exciton band. Dipolar couplings
Jij and Uij are the same as in Fig. 2a. The cavity frequency is chosen such that the two-photon
detuning vanishes when wp  w1 = 0. Panel a: Aggregate size is N = 100. Curves are labeled
according to the mean cavity amplitudes: (a) No cavity, (b) Ac =jhaij=0:1, (c) Ac =0:2, (d) Ac =
0:3. Panel b: Aggregate size is N = 6 for (a) No cavity, (b) Ac = 0:4, (c) Ac = 0:8, (d) Ac = 1:2,
(e) Ac =1:6, (f) Ac =2:0. In both panels the vacuum Rabi frequency is Wc =G, where G=26 meV
is the exciton decay rate. Static disorder is modelled by taking each monomer energy randomly
from a Gaussian distribution with mean E0 = 2:25 eV and standard deviation s = 0:125J. a wide
frequency range for a low number of cavity photons. ge is the single-molecule gas-phase radiative
decay rate.
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Figure 4: Im [cp] (panel a) and Re[cp] (panel b) for an inhomogeneously broadened dimer as a
function of the probe detuning from the maximum of free-space exciton absorption band. Dipolar
couplings Jij and Uij are the same as in Fig. 2. The cavity frequency is chosen such that the two-
photon detuning vanishes when wp  w1 = 0. Curves are labeled according to the mean photon
number Ac = jhaij: (a) No cavity, (b) Ac = 0:5, (c)Ac = 1:0. The vacuum Rabi frequency is
Wc = 5G, where G = 26 meV is the exciton decay rate. Panel c: Minimum absorption Amin
(normalized to the free-space value) near the deterministic resonance wp  w1 = 0 (between the
Autler-Townes doublet), as a function of the mean cavity amplitude Ac. Curves are labelled by
the width of the Gaussian distribution of static energy shifts s (in units of the exchange dipole
coupling J). All other parameters are the same as in panels a and b.
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